Forward
We find ourselves at a crucial time for trust in our democracy and our political institutions,
adding to the challenges faced by those within civil society who are working to ensure
the fabric of our democracy thrives. The essence of those collaborative efforts have been
captured in this report to provide recommendations that seek to tackle the root causes
of poor civic engagement. It is now hoped that parliamentarians, civil servants and all
key stakeholders use the expertise of civil society in order to support the modernisation
of our elections and electoral processes so the ‘mothership of all parliaments can set
sail again’. The authors and contributors intend for this report to serve as a resource
for conversation, policy considerations and legislation, a union of those on the ground
and those who shape the legislative process. Democracy expresses no ideology, no left
or right leaning, no bias or preference but instead the open invitation for everyone to
participate, with respect and empathy, to ensure we can all play a role in building the
society we want to be part of. So together, lets remove some of the barriers, divide the
responsibility and collectively move things forward. On behalf of the APPG on Democratic
Participation and all our supporters we urge everyone to build a cross party, long term
plan to deliver our democratic potential.

- Michael
Sani
CEO of Bite the Ballot
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executive summary
The 2019 European Parliamentary Elections saw voters across the UK #DeniedMyVote
because of registration and administrative issues. This was not an unusual event, however,
because the bureaucratic aspects of elections means that there are many missing from the
register, unable to vote on the day or denied the highest quality service.
Three years since the APPG’s critically acclaimed report on the Missing Millions much has
changed. Major reforms have been undertaken to improve voter registration based on the
Missing Millions report. However, there remains much to be done. The report shows that
millions of eligible voters are still missing from the electoral register, with completeness
improving for the elderly, but declining for younger generations. Citizens are regularly turned
away from polling stations for not being on the register, archaic Victorian practices remain,
and the electoral process is shrouded by an absence transparency.
This report therefore revisits the earlier recommendations from the APPG, provides an
audit of progress to date, and issues an urgent call for action for further reforms to be taken
forward before 2025.

Endorsements
Electoral administrators should not be delivering elections and electoral
registration in spite of the system. We should be developing processes
that work for all citizens; are safe, secure and respected; are accessible;
and are administratively achievable. The recommendations made by the
APPG offer much food for thought and we encourage Government to work
with key stakeholders in embracing such principles as part of the wider
modernisation of electoral processes

- Peter Stanyon

CEO Association of Electoral Administrators
‘Voting is integral to democracy. The UK’s system, however, is under undue
pressure and urgent action is needed. This report sets out a clear, researchled vision for parliamentarians of all parties to rally around to modernise the
electoral process.
A clear vision is needed for elections for everyone in the twenty-first century.
This is it.

- Paul Masterton MP
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Chair, appg on democractic participation

1. voting matters
There are many ways in which citizens make their voice heard in the democratic system.
Voting at elections and referendums remains the central one. It is at elections that citizens
get the chance to choose who represents them in Parliament and elect the government of
the day. Critical decisions about the future of the UK are made at referendums, that will have
lasting consequences for generations.
There is a golden rule in politics: decisions are made by those who are in the room. If
individuals or groups are less likely to vote – they are less likely to have their voice heard and
our democracy loses the cognitive diversity essential for exploring solutions to the issues
facing our society.
Despite talk of a ‘Youthquake’ in the 2017 General Election,
young people are much less likely to vote than older voters,
as figure 1 demonstrates. There are many reasons for this
which include interest and engagement in politics.
But one factor why young (and old) people don’t vote, is
because registration and voting processes were designed
in the 19th and 20th century.

Figure 1: Trends in levels of voter turnout by at UK general elections.1
Toby S. James. 2018. Are UK elections conducted with integrity, with sufficient turnout? In Patrick Dunleavy
(eds) Democratic Audit of 2018. London School of Economics Press: London. http://www.democraticaudit.
com/2018/08/15/audit2018-are-uk-elections-conducted-with-integrity-with-sufficient-turnout/
1
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The All Party Parliamentary Group on Democratic Participation was setup in 2015 ‘To serve
as a platform to inspire democratic participation and innovation.’ 2 ‘It is a cross-party group
which has had co-chairs from every single political party and is currently chaired by Paul
Masterton MP. In 2016 it published recommendations on how electoral modernisation could
be achieved.
This report begins by reviewing the progress made since the Missing Millions report.
Successful reforms have now been implemented by the government, following the
recommendations from the APPG. The report then continues to look at the old problems
that remain and the new problems that have emerged. The report shows that millions of
eligible voters are still missing from the register, people are still turned away from polling
stations unable to vote, elections are increasingly underfunded and Victorian practices
remain.

2

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm/cmallparty/151223/democratic-participation.htm

3

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/

Commons/2016-05-25/38458/
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2. Our Earlier Work: The Missing Millions Report 1.0 in Action
In April 2016, the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Democratic Participation published
the report Getting the ‘Missing Millions’ on to the Electoral Register: A Vision for Voter
Registration Reform in the UK. The report came at a time when major changes had been
made in the way that which the electoral register had been compiled. The Victorian system of
household registration had been replaced with a system of individual electoral registration.
Voters were also now being asked for National Insurance numbers and their date of birth at
the point of registration. In addition, online electoral registration has just been introduced.
Noting that the move had had some advantages, it also set drew attention to the 7.5 million
of citizens who were estimated to not be registered to vote. The report set out 25 evidencebased reforms that could redress the problem.
The report was a major success. Members of the APPG used the report to ask questions in
parliament and order debates. The government responded very positively with it Minister
John Penrose stated on 25th May 2016 that:
‘We welcome the views of the All- Party Parliamentary Group and
Bite the Ballot set out in their report which is helping inform our
plans for a programme of work aimed at realising this vision. 3
Meanwhile, the Minister for the Constitution, Chris Skidmore singled it out by saying that:

4

The policy impact of the report was recognised by the research council ESRC in their 2018
impact awards. 5
The government responded by publishing a Democratic Engagement Strategy recognising
the importance of a proactive approach to democratic participation and political parties have
developed new pledges on electoral modernisation.
Above all, two core recommendations from the report were taken up in policy:
4

https://esrc.ukri.org/news-events-and-publications/impact-case-studies/helping-the-uks-missing-millions-to-vote/

5

https://esrc.ukri.org/news-events-and-publications/impact-case-studies/helping-the-uks-missing-millions-to-vote/
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#3
#10

“Prompt students to register when they annually enrol in college or university” was addressed with an amendment to the Higher Education and
Research Act 2017; and
“Government funding and support for National Voter Registration Drive”
was addressed with the announcement of the National Democracy Week.
There was progress towards:

#15

‘Incorporate registration into a re-evaluated national programme of citizenship education’ when the APPG successfully advocated for a provision
in the National Citizen Service Act 2017 to ‘encouraging participants to
take an interest in debate on matters of local or national political interest,
and promoting their understanding of how to participate in national and

The Greater London Authority also issued a tender in 2017 to introduce political literacy
resources into schools, referring to the Missing Millions report as one of the reasons why
political literacy in schools is essential.
There has also been substantial progress towards recommendations 7, 8 and 25 which
recommended that

#7
#8
#25

‘Commission and publish a detailed evaluation of innovations in Local Authorities designed to improve the completeness of the register.’
‘Data sets from the private sector, such as those maintained by credit
reference agencies, could also be a useful resource for EROs. The expanded
use of both public and private data sets as a short-term boost to
registration levels is an option that could be explored further’
‘Introduce an automatic system of electoral registration for all eligible
citizens’

Progress has been made here because Bite The Ballot have worked with Experian and
the Electoral Commission to bring about new data-sharing arrangements. In addition, the
Electoral Commission have undertaken feasibility studies on different forms of automated
electoral registration in line with the Missing Millions recommendations.7 The government has
also published plans to reform the annual canvass that could bring about a form of automatic
re-registration.8
There has also been substantial progress in Scotland and Wales where respective
administrations have taken forward the spirit of the report. The Finance Committee of the
National Assembly for Wales, for example, has supported automatic registration for 16 year
olds.9
6

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-government-has-published-an-updated-national-citizen-service-

trust-draft-royal-charter-to-accompany-the-national-citizen-service-ncs-bill-in-its
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more to be done:
3. The Millions still Missing from the Register
Despite all of this progress, there remains much more to be done. Following the completion
of the introduction of individual electoral registration, the Electoral Commission estimated
that 8 million people were missing from the electoral register.10 While the accuracy of the
electoral register increased over this time, completeness dropped.11 Moreover, this drop
predominantly hit younger people. Completeness declined by 11 percentage points for 18-19
year olds, while it remained even or increased in the over 55 age categories.12

It is often suggested that the electoral register is in improved health because there are a
record number of entries.13 The rise in entries can be explained, however, by three factors.
Firstly, the UK has seen major electoral contests in 2015-2017 with two general elections
and a nationwide referendum which would have boosted registration rates. Secondly, the
APPG has been proactively working to raise awareness of the electoral registration deadlines
which has fed into increased media coverage. Thirdly, although the number of registrations
has increased, this is to be expected as the population in the UK rises. Figure 2 therefore
demonstrates the growing gap between estimates of the number of eligible citizens and
entries on local electoral register.

https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/our-work/our-research/electoral-registration-research2/modernising-

7

electoral-registration-feasibility-studies
8

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/744501/

Canvass_Reform_Policy_Statement.pdf
9

https://www.assembly.wales/laid%20documents/cr-ld12611/cr-ld12611-e.pdf
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Figure 2: The local electoral register is used because it has the higher franchise.14
The Electoral Commission concluded that there had been no statistically significant overall
drop – but that their estimates did suggest that there was a drop amongst some groups.
Evidence in James (2019) also suggests that this drop has occurred.

4. people still turned away from the poll
We know from previous studies 15 that voters are commonly turned away from polling
stations because they are not on the electoral register. New research demonstrates that this
problem persists. A survey of poll workers was run at the 2018 English local elections. This
asked the staff who ran the polls about their first-hand experience of problems that take
place. Table 1 illustrates that the greatest problem, affecting over half of polling stations, was
people asking to vote but not having their name on the electoral register. Suspected cases of
electoral fraud was bottom of the list.
10

https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/213377/The-December-2015-electoral-regis-

ters-in-Great-Britain-REPORT.pdf
11

The Electoral Commission concluded that there had been no statistically significant overall drop – but that their

estimates did suggest that there was a drop amongst some groups. Evidence in James (2019) also suggests that this
drop has occurred.
12

http://fabians.org.uk/missing-millions/

13

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/election-uk-turnout-voters-registration-labour-tories-record-num-

bers-a7777931.html
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Potential Problem

Percentage of respondents reporting
at least 1 problem

52%
14%
9%
9%
8%
8%
5%
1%

people asking to vote but
not on register
disabled voters having problems
completing ballot papers
members of parties being where
they shouldn’t be
disabled voters having problems
with access to the polling station
people taking photos of
ballot/polling stations
members of parties
intimidating public
people ask to vote whose
identity i was unsure of
suspected cases of
electoral fraud

Table 1: Problems reported at the Polls in the English local elections 2018. 16
The 2019 European Parliamentary Elections saw the problem of voters being denied the
chance to vote because of administrative issues. The #DeniedMyVote hashtag was trending
on election day as EU citizens were findings that they could not vote because they had
not completed a second piece of paperwork, transferring their voting rights from their
home Member State to the UK. Many had not been sent this paperwork in time because
of the short timeframe within which the election was called. The government had also not
simplified the procedure after problems were reported at the 2014 parliamentary elections;
or introduced a website to check whether citizens were registered.17
14

Toby S.James. 2018. ‘Are UK elections conducted with integrity, with sufficient turnout?’ in Patrick Dunleavy (eds)

Democratic Audit 2018. London: LSE University Press.
15

Alistair Clark and Toby S. James. 2017. ‘Poll Workers’ in Pippa Norris and Alesandro Nai (eds), Watchdog Elections:

Transparency, Accountability, Compliance and Integrity. Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press.
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5. Elections are increasingly underfunded

The public sector has had a sustained period during which resources are limited. This has
become increasingly apparent in the area of elections, where there are signs of underfunding and the quality of elections being put under strain. Although funding for elections
is provided by central government, local authorities are required to provide the necessary
resources to Electoral Registration Officers. Academic research from Newcastle University
has provided evidence that increased spending on electoral registration leads to higher
quality elections.18
A report from the University of East Anglia and ClearView research demonstrated that
although their budgets had increased overall between 2010-11 and 2015-16, there was huge
variation – and a fall in a 43 per cent authorities. These falls were often very significant. There
was also evidence to suggest that local authorities lack resources since they are increasingly
over-budget. During 2015-16, electoral services were running 129 per cent over budget
on average. The areas that have seen more cuts to funding on elections are less likely to
undertake a public engagement strategy and marginally less likely to undertake school
outreach activities. This suggests that democratic engagement activities are less likely to be
pursued when electoral services are underfunded and under resourced.19
Meanwhile, in an evaluation of the administration of the EU referendum, researchers found
that 43 per cent disagreed or strongly disagreed that they had sufficient funding available.20

Alistair Clark and Toby S. James. 2018. ‘Voter ID: our first results suggest local election pilot was unnecessary and
ineffective’, The Conversation, 1st August 2018 https://theconversation.com/voter-id-our-first-results-suggest-local-election-pilot-was-unnecessary-and-ineffective-100859.
16

Toby S. James. 2019. ‘#DeniedMyVote – why many EU citizens were unable to vote in the European Parliament
elections’ Democratic Audit, 30th May 2019.
17
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There are concerns about the allocation of resources with elections. The Scottish Parliament
Local Government and Communities Committee has raised concerns that too much of the
budget is being given to senior electoral officials as pay.21
The issue of financial transparency in elections has also been raised. Electoral Registration
Officers and Returning Officers are exempt from Freedom of Information requests and this
has hindered research and confidence in the electoral process.22

6. Victorian practices remain
The availability of online electoral registration was a huge step forward in the modernisation
of the electoral process. But Victorian and bureaucratic practices remain.
• Rather than having a single national electoral register, where changes can be more readily
made, we have a patchwork of 372 local electoral registers.
• Electoral officials are required to issue Household Enquiry Forms to every household
each July. Under individual electoral registration this has become more costly because
individual requests to register then have to be issued.23

Alistair Clark. 2014. ‘Investing in Electoral Management’ in P. Norris, R. Frank & F. Martinez I Coma (eds.) Advancing
Electoral Integrity, New York: Oxford University Press, pp165-188.
19
Toby S. James and Tyrone Jervier. 2017. The Cost of Elections: Funding Electoral Services in England and Wales.
ClearView Research: London.
20
Alistair Clark and Toby S. James. 2016. An Evaluation of Electoral Administration at the EU Referendum. London:
Electoral Commission.
21
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/Reports/LGCS052017R01.pdf
22
Toby S. James and Tyrone Jervier. 2017. The Cost of Elections: Funding Electoral Services in England and Wales.
ClearView Research: London.
23
Toby S. James. 2019. Comparative Electoral Management: Performance, Networks Instruments. New York: Routledge.
18
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The Electoral Commission has recently evaluated pilots of new ways of undertaking the
annual canvass. This has included different letters, email canvassing, telephone canvassing
and data-led canvassing 24 and undertaken feasibility studies for automatic voter registration
– thereby largely achieving Missing Million recommendation 7. The further use of innovative
pilots to make canvassing more cost efficient, modern and able to improve completeness
rates remains important.
Given that public bodies such as local government bodies and private sector organisations
such as credit reference agencies hold vast volumes of data, it is imperative that EROs are
provided with this through data-sharing agreements.
At the same time, public sector austerity should not be used to justify changes to the
electoral process which might damage the completeness of the electoral register. Ceasing
to undertake annual canvasses to save money, for example, could negatively affect the
inclusiveness of our democracy.
There is also a problematic complaints system for citizens, with citizens encouraged to submit
any grievances to Returning and Registration Officers locally. Justice for voters, candidates
and parties are reliant on a slow, expensive and antiquated system. A simple, one-stop shop,
centralised complaints system is needed which is often available in other democracies.25

7. A workforce in need
The staff that run elections are the unsung heroes of the democratic process. Poll workers
are often employed on short-term contracts with relatively low pay, working long hours.
Meanwhile, the permanent workforces in local authority authorities have been under
sustained pressure.
Research has shown how electoral officials have been under severe levels of stress and have
worked long hours at key electoral events such as the EU Referendum. 26
Reforms such as the introduction of individual electoral registration, which involved the use
of different IT systems and working practice, led to many considering quitting the profession
creating lost knowledge. 27
24

Electoral Commission. 2018. Annual canvass reform: pilot scheme evaluation. Electoral Commission: Lon-

don. https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/244608/Annual-canvass-reform-pilot-scheme-evaluation.pdf
25

Alistair Clark and Toby S. James. 2016. An Evaluation of Electoral Administration at the EU Referendum. London:

Electoral Commission.
Toby S. James. 2019. Comparative Electoral Management: Performance, Networks Instruments. New York:

26

Routledge.
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Comparative research shows that the UK permanent staff have amongst the highest
workloads and levels of stress in the world. 28

8. Government policy so far
There has been some major progress towards the implementation of the Missing Millions
objectives, most notably with the publication of the Democratic Engagement
Strategy, 29 and plans to reform the annual canvass 30 which could introduce a form of
automatic re-registration for which the government should be commended. Government
policy has switched to focusing on two other areas.
Firstly, the government has introduced pilots for voter identification requirements at
polling stations. Pilots took place at the May 2018 and 2019 local elections. Secondly, the
government is seeking to make a major change to the franchise by extending the right to vote
to all overseas electors.

27

Toby S. James. 2019. Comparative Electoral Management: Performance, Networks Instruments. New York: Rout-

ledge
28

Toby S. James. 2019. ‘Better Workers, Better Elections? Electoral Management Body Workforces and Electoral

Integrity Worldwide,’ International Political Science Review, 40 (3) 370-390
29

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/669130/demo-

cratic_engagement_strategy_2017.PDF
30

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/744501/Can-

vass_Reform_Policy_Statement.pdf
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Whatever the merits of the changes, they will have major consequences on the functioning
of elections, and by implication, democratic engagement. The introduction of voter
identification requirements risk deterring people from casting their vote, if they don’t have
the available identification to hand on the day of the poll. Meanwhile, extending the franchise
will involve considerable costs in terms of posting ballots and processing applications.
There are also concerns about the implementation of Democracy Week. It is a project
that has the full support of the APPG and is an important way in which the goals can be
achieved. However, there should be careful, independent evaluation of the week with clear
performance markers, such as the number of new registrations, so that achievements can
be identified and changes made. Key to achieving this is the involvement of stakeholder
organisations in the design of the week in the future and if they are expected to lead activities
and events then they should be properly resourced to do so.

9. A call to action for 2025
With the number of changes that have been made, it is important to take stock and set
out a longer term vision for the reform of elections. This vision should be:
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We think that the following should be the key reforms pursued in time for elections
that take place after 2025:
1. Voter Registration in Schools:
Where local authorities have the resources and ability then the Northern Ireland
Electoral Office’s ‘Schools Initiative’ should be across Great Britain so that voter
registration can be incorporated into school life. We should aspire to introduce a
national programme of education in schools, colleges and sixth-forms regarding
the benefits of voter registration alongside citizenship education. This should be
incorporated into Ofsted inspection criteria and best practice to ensure it is taken

2. support national democracy week:
Following the inaugural National Democracy Week, further support and
resources should be made available for future weeks, which could include a voter
registration drives for attainers and young people. However, there should be
clearly defined KPIs for the week and financial resources for stakeholders to be

3. the sheffield model:
Universities should be encouraged to follow the ‘Sheffield Model’, in which
registers students to vote, when they enrol at their university. The evaluation
of efforts to improve student registration rates in universities as a result of
the passage of the Higher Education Act should be undertaken to inform best
practices in the future. Should sufficient progress not be made towards the
registration of students then the ‘sunrise clause’ should be enacted so that
universities are obliged to provide registration opportunities at the point of
enrolment on their course.

4. registering attainers:
Encourage recipients of National Insurance number notification letters to
register to vote online as a short term measure. In the longer term, attainers
could be automatically registered when they receive their first information from
government.

5. a ‘big tent’ approach:
The inclusion of civil society groups and academics in government reviews,
consultations and working groups relating to registration is an important step for
improved decision-making. Future Electoral Summits should include civil society
and academics to enable knowledge sharing and learning.

6. funding:
Strengthening the short and long-term funding of electoral registration services,
so that they are sufficiently resourced to provide high quality services to citizens
14

7. legal consolidation
The Law Commissions have produced detailed proposals on how and why
electoral law can be consolidated. A modern legislative framework for the
conduct of elections would ensure that electoral officials are not slowed down in
their effort to provide high quality services to voters

8. Auditable elections.
Electoral results and ballot papers should be auditable as they are in many other
countries. A simple way of reversing incorrectly declared results should be
introduced that does not require expensive, long-winded legal proceedings.

9. caution with voter id:
The government should assess whether any reforms designed to reduce fraud will
impact negatively on the completeness of the register or turnout and cost. They
should also consider the evidence about the need for such measures given the
exceptionally low level of electoral fraud.

10. Electoral Registration with other public services:
Citizens could be nudged to register to vote online when they access government
services such as the National Citizen Service, paying Council tax, renewing car
taxes or registering for benefits.

11. ‘am i registered?’ website:
Introducing a national website so that citizens can check their own registration
status online would save them making calls to busy electoral officials at peak time.

12. Caring for the electoral workforce:
Workloads and stress levels should be monitored in election teams across the
country and best practices should be introduced to ensure the well being of staff.

13. Election-day registration:
Election-day registration, where a citizen can register at a polling station could be
trialled in the UK. This practice is common in other countries.

14. a single register:
Rather than having a patchwork quilt of hundreds of local electoral registers, the
case for a single national electoral register should be reviewed. This would allow
duplicate registrations and missing citizens to be picked up more easily. It would
enable greater economies of scale in the updating process.
15

15. Electronic poll-books and poll cards:
Rather than having Victorian, paper copies of the electoral register in polling
station, electronic versions could be used on tablets. This would allow real time
monitoring of polling station traffic and citizens to vote at any polling station
rather than the one where they live. There should also be a move to exploring
electronic poll cards to reduce the money spent by local authorities - and
providing a more convenient service to the citizen.’

16. data usage:
Information from public records and credit referencing agencies should be made
available to electoral registration officers so that can maximise the completeness
of the register.

17. Simplifying EU registration:
In case future European Parliamentary elections do occur (Brexit remains
uncertain), the requirement to complete an UC1 form should be changed to
minimise the bureaucratic burden for EU citizens.

18. Centralised complaints system.
There is often public confusion about who to complain to when there are
problems at polling stations. There should be a centralised complaints system

19. transparency:
Remove ERO and RO exemptions from Freedom of Information will enable
greater transparency, research and the allocation of resources.

20. Voter information.
Create a system for publishing open data on procedural (what, when, where) and
factual (who, which party) information on elections. Create or support a one-stopshop website for accessing this information. This information could generate the
e-poll cards discussed at #15. Such a platform could also give every candidate
the opportunity to provide a contact address and election address, as with the
candidate booklets for PCC or mayors.

21. automatic registration and re-registration:
There should be a move to make electoral registration automatic for all eligible
citizens.
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Bite The Ballot is an international social enterprise that specialises in civic and
community engagement.
Our social enterprise has grown from an idea in a classroom to coordinating worldrecord breaking voter registration campaigns, changing laws and rebranding politics
among young and socially-excluded communities. Since establishing in 2010 BTB has
always been strictly party neutral - we do not champion any individual politicians or
parties. We simply want to invite citizens to join a national conversation, debating
the issues that matter most to them and play an active role in the solutions. As more
and more people become socially conscious, our methodology acts as a catalyst for
them to become positive changemakers. BTB established the APPG on Democratic
Participation and acted as Secretariat since its inception, moving activities away from
‘direct service’ to collective advocacy and systemic change in order to tackle the root
causes of ahy the social enterprise exists.
We only believe in one type of engagement - meaningful and purpose driven

Professor Toby S. James is Head of Politics at the University of East Anglia. His books
include Elite Statecraft and Election Administration, and Comparative Electoral
Management. He co-convenor of the Electoral Management Network and co-founder
of the APPG with Bite the Ballot.
Dr. Alistair Clark is Reader in Politics at Newcastle University. He has written
extensively on electoral integrity, political parties and elections.
The University of East Anglia (UEA) is a UK Top 15 university. Known for its worldleading research and outstanding student experience, it was awarded Gold in the
Teaching Excellence Framework. It is ranked in the Top 200 of the world’s universities
and is in the Top 50 for research citations.
The Electoral Management Research Network is a network of academics researching
electoral management around the world based at the University of East Anglia.
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